“One of the best, if not the best presenter and speaker that I have ever had the pleasure of listening to. I believe this training is important and pertinent enough to allocate the appropriate needed expenditures to ensure that ALL SUPERVISORS AND LEAD PEOPLE from every location in the pipeline attend. Every Supervisor and Lead Person needs to hear the information in order to expect the movement to happen from ‘priority’ to true culture at every location. I was truly engaged in the training from start to finish and learned a ton about what I was not doing or doing incorrectly.” – Jake Swab, Production Manager

“I received very positive feedback from some shift leads critics; they absolutely realized the value and left with the skills to improve their leadership presence and approach difficult employee/situations with confidence.” – Elizabeth Schwertel, Plant Manager

“This was one of the best leadership training workshops that I’ve been to in my career (simple and effective tools)! It will help drive safety as a core value. I think it will really make people better leaders as a whole. That will drive our overall business in the right direction, starting with safety.” – Shawn Myers, Plant Manager

“This leadership training session was one of the best I have attended in my career.” Don Stender

“Excellent training, the best I’ve attended! An added bonus is that most of it is applicable in other areas as well!” – Terry Haack

“Outstanding workshop! It was far more than a safety meeting. This will have an impact on our operation. I am anxious to send my next level of management at the next opportunity.” – Joe Gednalske, Director of Product Development

“I have been to many leadership, communication and business training opportunities in my career and the Safety Built-in was by far the best in class.” - Liz Hilts, Office Manager

“This was two days of phenomenal leadership training. The tips and tools which were taught were taught very well and will be extremely useful in communicating in general and about safety in particular. The consultant/facilitator is an extremely gifted public speaker and superb teacher.” – Edward Aylward

“I think this was an excellent way to take a high level performer and give them the skills necessary to help engage others in our culture.” – Doug Smith, Plant Manager

“The course was very well organized and the material completely informative and encouraging. I am completely excited and eager to bring all this information back to the plant and begin practicing these methods.” – Omar Bello

“The safety leadership training was excellent! It was more than a worthwhile experience, it not only opened my eyes as to what I can look for and expect in the plant it also gave me things to look at for myself.” – Jeff Schindel
“Great hands on leadership training.” – Bill Taylor, Plant Manager

“Clear concise and engaging. Excellent use of my time.”

“This is perhaps the most enlightening training I have attended.” – Shawn Myers, Plant Manager

“Very good materials. The take-home resources are excellent to have and they are laminated which is great! Very good balance among these things. Kept the workshop interesting and participative.” – Beverly Kramer, Area H.R. Manager

“Probably the most valuable training I have received in regards to safety. Ever!” – Jodi Winkler, QPS

“I have learned more in this training than just about any other training I have had.” – Doug Cremir, Plant Manager

“Glad that I attended. I didn’t want to come, but really glad that I did. Very good course. Also helpful in management skills.” – Jeff Robinson, Operations Manager

“Instructor was outstanding – best course I’ve ever been to.” – Greg Yeager

“Best training/meeting I have EVER been to!” – Amy Pipkin, Plant Coordinator

“Thank you for the commitment to make this possible. I am excited and energized to start changing the culture.” – Lisa Kuemper, H.R. Manager

“The techniques taught in this class can improve safety culture, but also flow over to all other aspects of leadership.” – John Alston, Maintenance Manager

“Eye opening. The majority of these skills are transferable to other areas.” – Todd Jones, ASC Manager

“I think everyone should take this course.” Erick Lubberotti, General Manager, QA Technician

“The chemical industry drives a compliance based culture. This training gives some great tools that keep compliance but builds the culture of personal responsibility.” – Dale Calendine, Plant Manager

“One of the better training sessions I have attended.” – Chad H, Formulation CCCI

“I gained knowledge that will help me be a better presenter/trainer. I am asked to do a lot of tasks by my company and I ask a lot of my employees. The training I have received will help us improve.” – Wesley Fiddelke, Plant Manager

“I really liked the makeup of the meeting and layout. I wish my other meetings were this engaging.” – Marisa Rose, Production Supervisor

“Everything will be put into practice, makes safety fun and most of all very important.” – Dane Shriver, Plant Manager
“It gave me a whole new way to approach and tools to reach the safety culture.” – Willie Nunez, ASC Manager

“This was like no other safety training I have attended. It will take a culture change to make this work. This class shows how to change the culture.” – John Dobson, Maintenance Lead

“Great course, removed the uncomfortableness of participants and made things go incredibly smooth for uncomfortable situations.” - Camron Adcox, Tap Associate

“This training should be a requirement for all new supervisors or managers. The training can be applied to other aspects of the job. Subject matter was broken down in a way that made it easy to understand.” – Anthony Parreira, Foreman

“Best leadership/safety/presenting training I have had.” – Adam Merrill, Warehouse Supervisor

“Gained tools that I will use immediately. Very educational, inspiring, and enjoyable!” – Abel Torres, Supervisor

“I would highly recommend this class.” – Victor Villegas, Maintenance Supervisor

“Thank you for the insight and positive reinforcement tools you have provided us.” – Abel Villegas, Operation Manager

“Your passion is contagious. Great job.” – Abel Villegas, Operation Manager

“Great workshop, saw a tremendous amount of growth over the past 2 days.” – Linda Crop, Plant Manager

“Great instructor, clear concise, and knowledgeable.” Juan Ban, Warehouse Manager

“Extremely well put together and understandable.” – Josephine Mann, Warehouse Manager

“Great session, even if you’re not in a leadership position this training will help you grow.”

“This is the best class I have ever been in.” – Ronnie Enriquez

**BAE Systems**

“Every supervisor and manager should attend.” – Pat Hodgson, SHE Manager, BAE Systems

**SMP Four Seasons**

“Excellent course for all managers, just not for those who are primarily involved with safety.” – Suzanne Serrano, HR Director, SMP Four Seasons

“This will improve my overall ability to engage and communicate with co-workers.” – Jeff Kaler, Director of Purchasing, SMP Four Seasons

“Very good to get leadership connected with safety.” – DS Kivon, Director of Engineering, Four Seasons

“The pace was great! I never was bored and looked forward to more. If someone ever asks me who is in charge of safety, I can say ME!.” – Gary Villanneva, SMP Four Seasons

“I really gained skills that I will use. Great Job.” – Jim Francescangeli, Materials Manager, SMP Four Seasons

“Very awesome material and Eric was great at facilitating it.” – Kevin Pentecost, Web Development Manager, SMP Four Seasons